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ABSTRACT: A Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS) device plays a vital role in the power
system performance. However, the location and the parameters of these devices in the system play a significant role to
achieve such benefits, and also due to excessive cost these devices must be located optimally. In this paper a hybrid
BBO with DE, namely BBO/DE is proposed is presented for finding out the optimal number, the optimal locations, and
the optimal parameter settings of multiple Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) devices to achieve a
maximum system load ability in the system with minimum installation cost of these devices and compare its
performance with other few techniques. Validate of the proposed technique simulations is performed on IEEE 6-bus
and IEEE 14-bus power systems. All the simulations show very encouraging results. The results are presented in the
paper together with appropriate discussion
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I.INTRODUCTION
With ever-increasing demand for electricity, the power transfer grows, consequently the power system becomes
increasingly more difficult to operate, and more insecure with unscheduled power flows and higher losses. An
opening of unused potentials of transmission system due to environmental, right-of-way and costly problems is a major
concern of power transmission network expansion planners and policy makers. Such kinds of devices are introduced
in 1988 by Hingorani [1]. The objective of using FACTS devices in a power system is to bring systems under control
and to transmit power, according to the characteristics of the power system.
FACTS technologies allow for improved transmission system operation with minimal infrastructure investment,
environmental impact, and implementation time compared to the construction of new transmission line, offering
utilities and industry the ability to:
(i)
dynamically control, power flows on specific transmission and distribution routes,
(ii) allow secure loading of transmission and distribution lines to their full thermal capacity, and
(iii) Improve power quality. Nevertheless, in order to optimize and obtain the best possible benefits from their use,
it is necessary to consider the following three main issues:
1) The types of FACTS controllers that should be used,
2) The settings of the FACTS controllers, and
3) The best location of the FACTS controllers in the transmission system.
Thyristor Controlled Series Compensation (TCSC) is an important member of FACTS family. It has high potential in
application because it may improve power systems, including power flow control, increasing the transfer capability of
the transmission system, power swing damping, transient stability enhancing and Sub-Synchronous Resonance (SSR)
mitigation. However, to achieve the over mentioned benefits, the TCSC should be properly installed in the network
with appropriate parameters, for this reason some performance index must be satisfied. Following factors can be
considered in the optimal installation and the optimal parameter of TCSC, the active power loss reduction, the stability
margin improvement, the power transmission capacity increasing and the power blackout prevention. Therefore,
conventional power flow algorithm [2] should incorporate with TCSC considering one or all of the above mentioned
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factors. The following factors can be considered in the optimal installation of TCSC, the topology of the system, the
stability margin improvement, the power transmission capacity increasing, and the power blackout prevention.
Therefore, conventional power flow algorithm [2] should incorporate with TCSC considering one or all of the above
mentioned factors. New algorithms have been developed in the last two decades for the purpose of the optimal power
flow incorporating with TCSC device as well as for the optimal placement of TCSC.
This paper deals with the application of a new evolutionary optimization technique, a hybrid BBO with DE, namely
BBO/DE is proposed to find out the optimal number, the optimal locations, and the optimal parameter settings of
multiple TCSCs devices to maximize the system loadability with minimum cost of installation of these devices without
any violations in the thermal or voltage limits, and compare its performance with Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE) with the consideration of active power loss reduction in
the power system.
II.SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
𝑛𝑡𝑙
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Where
F is the objective function
PLK is the active power loss in the Kth line
ntl is the number of lines in the system
N is the set of generation bus indices
Yij and θij are the magnitude and phase angle of element in admittance matrix
Pgi is the active power generation at bus i
Qgi is the reactive power load at bus i
Vi is the voltage magnitude at bus i
δij is the power angle
xtcsc is the reactance of TCSC as a function of 𝛼
𝛼 is the thyristor firing angle
III.EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
a. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was invented by John Holland in the 1960s and was developed by Goldberg later. Genetic
Algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic method that mimics the process of natural evolution. This heuristics is routinely
used to generate useful solutions to optimization and search problems. Genetic Algorithm (GA) belongs to the larger
class of evolutionary algorithms (EA), which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques inspired by
natural evolution. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) has four principle components; they are the chromosomes, the fitness
function, the crossover operator and the mutation operator. The advantages of GA are the ease with which it can handle
arbitrary kinds of constraints or objective function and adaptability to any kind of optimization problems.
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b. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO is originally attributed to Kennedy, Eberhart and Shi and was first intended for simulating social behaviour, as a
stylized representation of the movement of organisms in a bird flock or fish school. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
is a computational method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to
a given measure of quality. PSO is a meta-heuristic that makes few or no assumptions about the problem being
optimized and can reach very large spaces of candidate solutions. The advantages of PSO are that it is attractive as
there are few parameters to adjust and requires less computation time and memory.
c. Differential Evolution (DE)
Differential Evolution (DE), proposed by Price and Storn in 1997 is a powerful population based, simple, direct
search algorithm, which uses generation-and-test feature for global optimization problems with real-valued parameters.
The information on distance and direction from the existing population is used by DE to direct the further exploration.
The advantages of DE are its uncomplicated structure, speed, robustness and ease of use. The first working principle of
DE was proposed by Price and Storn in 1997 with single scheme. Later on, ten different schemes of DE was
recommended by Price and Storn in 2005 and 2008. DE is superior at exploring the search space and locating the area
of local optimum, but it is slow in exploitation of the solutions.
d. Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO)
Biogeography based optimization (BBO) is a new optimization algorithm, proposed by Simon and developed from
the theory of biogeography. The study of the geographical distribution of biological organisms is known as
Biogeography. Similar to Genetic Algorithms (GAs), BBO is a stochastic global optimizer based on the population of
individuals. In original BBO algorithm, the solution of a set of population is represented as a vector of integers. Similar
to other biology based algorithms, such as GAs and PSO, the Migration operator of BBO helps in sharing information
between solutions. Because of this feature, BBO finds its application in the problems which uses GAs and PSO.
However, apart from the above mentioned common features of BBO, it has certain unique features compared with
other biology based algorithms, like maintaining its set of best solution throughout the iteration process. BBO was
compared with seven state-of-the-art EAs by Simon. The results declare that BBO has good exploitation ability and
performs well compared to other biology based algorithms.
IV.PROPOSED APPROACH: A HYBRID BBO WITH DE
As pointed out earlier, DE is good at exploring the search space and locating the area of global minimum. However,
it is slow exploiting of the solution. On the other hand, BBO has a good exploitation for global optimization. Based on
these considerations, in order to balance the exploration and the exploitation of DE, in this work, we propose a hybrid
DE approach, called BBO/DE, which combines the exploration of DE with the exploitation of BBO effectively.
A. Hybrid Migration Operator
The key work of BBO/DE is carried out by the hybrid migration operator, which hybridizes the migration operator
of BBO with the DE operator, described in Algorithm 1. The core scheme of the projected hybrid migration operator is
based on the following two considerations. First, the destruction of good solutions would be less, while poor solutions
can inherit a lot of new characteristics from good solutions. In this sense, the existing inhabitants can be exploited
adequately. Second, the mutation operator of DE is able to explore the new search space and build the algorithm to be
healthier. From the analysis of the results obtained, it can be seen that the hybrid migration operator balances the
exploitation of BBO and the searching of DE effectively.
Algorithm 1: Hybrid migration operator of BBO/DE
1: for i = 1 to NP
2: Select uniform randomly r1 ≠ r2 ≠ r3≠ i
3: jrand = rndint(1,D)
4: for j = 1 to D do
5: if rndreal(0, 1) < λi then
6: if rndrealj[0,1) < CR or j == jrand then
7: Ui(j) = X r1(j) + F(X r2 (j) - X r3 (j)) {The original mutation operator of DE}
8: else
9: Select Xk with probability ∞ μk
10: Ui(j) = Xk(j)
11: end if
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12: else
13: Ui(j) = Xj(j)
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
B. Boundary Constraints
Title Trial parameters that go against the constraint limits should be returned back from the limit by the quantity of
desecration to keep the solution of bound-constrained problems viable. In this work, the following repair rule is applied
𝒍 + 𝒓𝒏𝒅𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒊 [𝟎, 𝟏] ∗ 𝒖𝒊 − 𝒍𝒊 𝒊𝒇 𝑿 𝒊 < 𝒍𝒊
X(i) = 𝒊
(1)
𝒖𝒊 + 𝒓𝒏𝒅𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒊 [𝟎, 𝟏] ∗ 𝒖𝒊 − 𝒍𝒊 𝒊𝒇 𝑿 𝒊 < 𝒖𝒊
Where rndreali [0, 1] is the uniform random variable from [0,1] in each dimension i.
C. Main Procedure
The hybrid BBO with DE technique is formulated by incorporating the aforementioned hybrid migration operator
into DE and is described in Algorithm 2. The BBO/DE Compared with the original DE algorithm, BBO/DE requires
only a little amount of additional computational cost in sorting the inhabitants and calculating the migration rates.
Besides, BBO/DE is capable of exploring the new search space with the mutation operator of DE and in exploiting the
population information with the migration operator of BBO. This feature of BBO/DE has made it possible to overcome
the deficit of exploitation in the original DE algorithm.
Algorithm 2: Procedure for BBO/DE
1: Generate the initial population P
2: Evaluate the fitness for each individual in P
3: If the halting criterion is not satisfied
4: Sort the Population from worst to best
5: For each individual, map the fitness to the number of species
6: Calculate the immigration rate λi and the emigration rate μi for each individual Xi
7: Modify the Population with the hybrid migration operator shown in algorithm 1
8: Evaluate the offspring Ui
9: If offspring is better than Parent vector, then replace the parent vector with the new offspring.
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
SMTB system without TCSC

Fig.2 SMTB system without TCSC
Fig.1 SMTB system without TCSC

CASE 1 This case is considered when the infinite bus is feeding the load through a line without any compensation.
CASE 2 Generator feeding the load through Transmission Line Model with TCSC.
A.
Automatic Control Circuit for TCSC
Voltage regulation is provided by means of a closed-loop controller. TCSC control circuit consists following blocks,
such as step down/up transformer, rectifier bridge circuit, active power filter, voltage regulator, PI controller, gate pulse
generating unit (i.e. firing unit). Figure illustrates a TCSC including the operational concept.
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TCSC with automatic control circuit

Fig.3 SMTB system with automatic control of TCSC
Fig.4. Control circuit of TCSC

B.

Data acquisition for single phase system
According to the previous section, the overall arrangement data acquisition for single phase system is shown by the
block diagram in the fig.
The fundamental requirement is that the voltage to be measured must be stepped down by factors that would not render
the measured values inaccurate and hence unreliable. An analog to digital converter is added in order to facilitate an
instantaneous reading of the phase voltages by the microcontroller. Control System Elements the microcontroller,
which is used as part of the control system in voltage balancer, must be able to respond to the analog electrical
quantities. The analog electrical quantity (i.e. Voltage) is to be converted into digital values suitable for the
microcontroller by using an ADC converter. The block diagram of the completed control system is shown in fig.

Fig.6 Control System Architecture
Fig.5 Block Diagram of the Data acquisition system

The control scheme implemented for TCSC topology works as follows:
1. The amplitude of the bus voltage V is measured and filtered.
2. Then it is compared against the voltage reference Vref.
The voltage difference between the two signals is processed by a PI controller which causes a corresponding
change in the firing angle α. The value provided by the PI controller is used as the input to the TCR firing control unit.

Laboratory Setup of SMTB Test System
This case is considered when the generator is feeding the load through a line. To estimate the stability of the
system, the P-V curves have been drawn for the SMTB test system without and with TCSC.
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Fig.7 Lab setup of SMTB system with TCSC

Fig.9 P-δ Curve with TCSC

Fig.8 P-δ Curve without TCSC

Fig.10 P-V Curves with and without TCSC

The SMTB test system with a source feeding the RL load through a transmission line model and tested with
and without TCSC. PV curves have been drawn for both the cases. The system stability has been assessed with PV
curves. The results show that improvement in the stability margin. Series capacitive compensation is thus used to
reduce the series reactive impedance to minimize receiving end voltage variation and the possibility of voltage
collapse. It is also observed that the compensation by using this technique i.e TCSC is faster when compared to other
compensating techniques such as mechanical switching and synchronous condensers.

C.

Simulation tool and power system
Matlab Codes for DE, GA, and a modified power flow algorithm to include TCSC were developed and incorporated
together for the simulation purposes. To investigate the validation of the proposed techniques, both GA and DE
algorithms have been tested on the following two test systems, IEEE 6-bus system, and an IEEE 14-bus system. The
data for the above mentioned systems is taken from [20], [21] respectively.

Fig.11 IEEE 6-bus system
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The proposed hybrid BBO with DE and GA techniques were implemented to find the optimal number, the optimal
locations and the optimal parameter settings of multiple TCSCs devices in the network to minimize the installation cost
of these devices with considering the increase of the system loadability. The other GA parameters are presented in
Table I.
TABLE I. PARAMETERS VALUES FOR GA & hybrid BBO with DE
Parameters of GA
Population size (NP) of
individuals
Maximum number of
generations (Gmax)

Parameters of hybrid BBO with DE
50

Population size (NP) of individuals

50

100,150

Maximum number of generations (Gmax)

100,150

1

HBBO step size, F
Crossover probability constant CR
DE Strategy
Termination criteria

0.3
0.4
DE/rand/1/bin
1xe-6 or Gmax

Number of offspring per pair
of parents

I.

IEEE 6-bus test system.
This system consists of three generators, six buses, eleven transmission lines, and three loads. The simulation
results obtained by applying both techniques shows that to increase the system loadability up to 10% one TCSC is
required, and for increasing the system loadability between two TCSCs are required, while between increasing of
system loadability we need at least three TCSCs. All the simulation results are obtained under the consideration of
TCSCs devices installation cost and the thermal and voltage limits satisfactions. The optimal parameter settings, the
percentage of compensation, and the minimum cost of installation of multiple TCSCs devices in this system obtained
by both techniques are shown in Table
II.

IEEE 14-bus test system.
This system consists of five generators, fourteen buses, twenty transmission lines, and eleven loads. In the
Fig.6 Points A, B, C, D, and E, show the optimal number of TCSCs devices that should be installed in this system with
respect to the corresponding load factor.

4 3
5
3
4
8

1
2
2
1
2
3

2
5
6
2
5
5

0.021011
-0.00122
0.027989
-0.00978
-0.01245
0.02125

10%
32%
15%
21%
43%
7%

System
Loadability

0.22651
10%

HBBO

GA

Techn
ique

% of
Compe
nsation

TABLE II. OPTIMAL LOCATIONS, PARAMETER SETTINGS, PERCENTAGE OF COMPENSATION, AND MINIMUM COST OF
INSTALLATION OF MULTIPLE TCSCSOBTAINED BY BOTH TECHNIQUES
Location
TCSC
Minimum
Setting
Installation
From
To
(p.u)
Cost in ($)
Line No.
Bus
Bus
XTCSC
X 106

0.28565

H
B
B
O
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2
3
6
13
20
5

1
2
3
6
13
2

5
3
4
13
14
5

-0.06957
-0.00496
0.058669
-0.02895
-0.02956
-0.01978

30%
25%
39%
24%
10%
15%

www.ijareeie.com

System
Loadability

20%

GA

Techn
ique

% of
Compe
nsation

TABLE III. OPTIMAL LOCATIONS, PARAMETER SETTINGS, PERCENTAGE OF COMPENSATION, AND MINIMUM COST OF
INSTALLATION OF MULTIPLE TCSCS OBTAINED BY BOTH TECHNIQUES
Location
TCSC
Minimum
Setting
Installation
From
To
(p.u)
Cost in ($)
Line No.
Bus
Bus
XTCSC
X 106

0.398653

0.42565
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6
7
11
20

3
5
6
13

4
4
11
14

-0.02945
-0.03125
-0.00956
-0.19585

19%
70%
10%
48%

VI.CONCLUSION
The results show that there is improvement in the both synchronous and voltage stability margins, when TCSC is
connected in the test system. Series capacitive compensation is thus used to reduce the series reactive impedance to
minimize receiving end voltage variation and the possibility of voltage collapse and it can improve power flow
capability of the line. A new evolutionary optimization technique a hybrid BBO with DE, namely BBO/DE is proposed
and implemented in this paper to solve the optimization problem under consideration, the performance of the proposed
technique was compared with Genetic Algorithm (GA). Three variables were considered to be optimized, the number
of TCSCs devices, their locations, and their parameter settings. The maximization of system load ability of power
system and the minimization of the investment cost of multiple TCSCs devices that should be installed were considered
as the optimization criteria. The obtained results from the implementation of two proposed techniques showed that both
techniques have performed well and can be successfully applied to the optimal location of the multiple TCSCs
problem, while HBBO technique has superior features including high quality solution, stable convergence
characteristic, and good computation efficiency. They also showed that the system loadability can be efficiently
increased to a certain load factor. All obtained results validate and support the proposed techniques.
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